ELIN@PERI Review: Summary

This report is a summary of the review of ELIN@PERI undertaken in the last quarter of 2005 and the first quarter of 2006. The review briefly describes the background to ELIN and PERI and the advent of the ELIN@PERI pilot. It presents the key findings about how the pilot has been delivered at the implementing partner sites (Makerere University, Uganda, the National University of Rwanda and the Higher Education Commission, Pakistan) plus findings about usage and feedback from users. The review shows that ELIN is serving a need and that response to the programme has been largely positive. The review also highlights that the amount of effort and support required to maximise the success of the programme was originally underestimated. A list of recommendations for the future of the project are proposed.

Project outline

The aim of the ELIN@PERI pilot project was to investigate ways of improving access to online information using technologies to provide improved searching and discovery. The ELIN software (developed in Lund, Sweden) was selected as the tool for this project. The software integrates e-resources and provides a management tool for librarians, plus, for the users, an offline search mechanism with the objective of freeing up online time for downloading content already identified offline.

Three member institutions participating in the Programme for the Enhancement of Research Information (PERI) were identified to receive the ELIN@PERI service for an initial period of six to eight months as a pilot to test the efficacy of this programme. The pilot began with initial training in January 2005, and was completed in November 2005.

Partners

INASP worked in partnership with Lund University (LUB) to develop the software, prepare the training materials, and to develop and manage the project.

The three pilot partners were Makerere University, Uganda (MAK), The National University of Rwanda (NUR), and The Higher Education Commission, Pakistan (HEC). These provided a diversity of local context, illustrating different challenges in terms of electricity and connectivity, institutional support and local capacity, languages and both remote and local server set-up.

The review

INASP commissioned this review with the aim of exploring lessons learnt in the pilot phase and to identify recommendations for the future of the service. The research was conducted using desk research and interviews of key stakeholders.

Individuals consulted included representatives of the project at Lund University and at INASP, as well as administrators of the pilot system within the implementing institutions (MAK, NUR and HEC). Users of the system were also consulted, including a brief survey of students and one-to-one interviews with faculty staff at Makerere University.

It should be noted that reviews such as this usually identify larger numbers of challenges than successes since the role of a review is to concentrate on what can be improved rather than what is working well. It is the opinion of the reviewer that the pilot ELIN@PERI should be judged as a success, and can be used as a template on which to develop a larger programme.

Findings

Successes

The ELIN@PERI pilot is judged to be a success by the partners involved, and users were generally complementary about the system. The technical
aspects appeared to be robust with few bugs. Technical administrators at the pilot partner sites expressed satisfaction with the running of the system – on both the local set-up basis (MAK and NUR) and on the basis of a remote set-up (HEC).

An unexpected benefit of the system was an improvement in the local document delivery services, with increased use and more streamlined and efficient service.

Users and administrators were happy with the interface of ELIN@PERI, finding it easy to use, with good navigation and presentation of features. Some refinements and improvements were recommended, but most of the feedback was highly positive.

It was felt that the technical management system and response were good, and there was a sense of confidence in future management and support - particularly since Lund is committed to the system for the long term.

All partners expressed a recognition of the importance for facilitation during the pilot and for the future, and felt that this was a strength of the programme. The division of responsibilities between INASP, Lund and the partner institutes was felt to have been clearly delineated, and contributed to the successful implementation.

The system administrators found the training to be useful, both in the delivery and the curriculum. This success is reflected in the fact that the administrators of the local systems appeared confident to deliveri the system locally.

**Challenges**

The content available on ELIN@PERI did not include all the PERI resources, or all resources available at the partner institutions. This caused frustration in the users and was seen to be a large challenge to encouraging use of the system.

ELIN@PERI was designed to work through a queuing system whereby users select content which is then downloaded at a later time to maximise bandwidth. Although this design was specifically chosen to improve use of the available bandwidth, it caused frustrations in many users who wanted information immediately and found it unreasonable to be required to return at a later time to collect the material found during the initial search session.

The search facility on the system was felt to need some development: specifically to make it more prominent on the website, and to be supported by more training materials.

The system can be locally edited, but this has not yet been implemented. However the partner institutions all felt a need to locally adapt/design/edit the interface to make it more user-friendly and integrated within their own environments.

The project management was informal, reliant on good communication and collaboration by the partners. At times this led to under-resourcing and poor communication and information provision. In particular some of the institutional partners wanted more clarity about whom to contact regarding specific issues. There were also, at times, insufficient human resources devoted to this project by both LUB and INASP.

There was a need for much more sensitising and training of staff and students about the benefits of ELIN. The training strategy developed by MAK is impressive, and includes an online tutorial tool and an impressive schedule of trainings and awareness-raising events. Other partners could learn from it, but training elsewhere was frequently a challenge due to the different capacity levels of trainees (and trainers) in-country.

The three sites presented a range of technical, administrative and promotional capacity, which caused some frustration for the lead partners and led to increased workload in some cases (for example where there was a need to adapt training for different circumstances). There was also a need for more technical training than was provided.

Some concern was expressed over the materials provided for this project (training, promotional and background materials). In particular the documentation provided for Core Requirements and Technical Specifications needed some work to make them more useful. In addition, more support for promotion was requested - not only through provision of templates and other materials, but also through support for strategy and development of promotional activities.
The future: issues to consider

When considering the consolidation and/or expansion of the ELIN@PERI service, the main issues to consider include developing strategies for selecting partners, managing expansion, resourcing expansion and funding expansion.

There is increasing interest in ELIN from a variety of institutions around the world, and the lead partners in ELIN@PERI (LUB and INASP) need to decide whether they are able and willing to expand, or wish to consolidate the existing project. A plan needs to be developed to support any decision on future strategy.

An opportunity exists to decentralise some of the services to local hubs, and this should be taken into consideration along with the issues of geographical and language focus and the criteria for inclusion. It is likely that other institutions participating in PERI and suffering with low bandwidth will be interested to participate, but the criteria for participation needs to be carefully thought out as there are direct implications for resources required (depending on local conditions as well as the number of new organisations joining).

There is a need (as evidenced from the pilot project) to adapt according to local conditions, and these are likely to change over time as partnering institutions develop (or lose) skills and capacities. This has implications for the planning, delivery and support required from LUB and INASP - and other potential future partners.

There are options for the management of an expanded (or consolidated) service, where the time, money and resources required by the lead partners is determined by the role they decide to adopt. These range from full involvement and committed resources to minimal commitment and low resource requirement. This has direct impact on the staff, skills and funding required by both Lund and INASP (and other lead organisations that may be identified), and must be carefully considered before a strategic plan is decided upon.

To support any future decision regarding expansion or consolidation, a clear exit strategy needs to be in place for the pilot partners, and any future partners that are included within the project.

Recommendations

1. Continue the service
It is recommended that the ELIN@PERI project is continued; with consolidation at the three pilot sites as the priority in the next six months, and the extension of the service to other PERI members in the subsequent period.

2. Consolidate the ELIN@PERI service
It is recommended that the ELIN@PERI project is consolidated before expanding further. There is still a need for improvements and localising of the website interfaces, better search facilities and more content. There is also a need for a more systematic partnership arrangement whereby implementing partners and lead partners are all clear about an agreed level of coordination and communication.

3. Develop a strategy
It is recommended that LUB and INASP agree a joint strategy and plan for the continuation of the ELIN@PERI service. This agreement should cover the roles and responsibilities of each partner, the level of staffing and resources according to agreed activities, agreement on a system of rates and payments and a clear annual implementation plan covering consolidation and expansion.

4. Proceed with expansion
It is recommended that the ELIN@PERI service is expanded to more PERI members, and that this expansion should be strategised by the lead partners – integrating expansion with the overall expansion of ELIN in terms of languages and regions covered. The expansion of the service should be based on a mid- to long-term year strategy.

5. Explore the feasibility of partner ‘hubs’ for ELIN@PERI
It is recommended that partners explore the development of ELIN@PERI from the existing base of pilot partners before expanding to new partners. The development of an East African hub at Makerere should be investigated, with a feasibility study undertaken within the next six months. The development of ELIN@PERI in Pakistan should be reviewed in mid 2006 in order to learn more about the development of the service in the context of a network of universities.

6. Improve project management and resources
It is recommended that the project management and processes of ELIN@PERI be strengthened; particularly focusing on appropriate levels of staffing and time for support tasks such as technical management (LUB), facilitation (INASP) and communication by all parties.

7. Develop and improve strategies and tools for promotion
It is recommended that the ELIN@PERI service should further develop strategies and tools for promotions and user training – on both the central and local level. Promotions and user training at implementing sites is not sufficiently developed and should be supported by better materials and support for increasing usage.

8. Improve M&E and availability of statistics
It is recommended that monitoring and evaluation needs to be an integral part of the future ELIN@PERI project strategy, with clear roles and responsibilities agreed between all parties. It is also recommended that usage statistics should be immediately available to the partners, and that technical support should be provided to assist with local collection, interpretation and use of this data.

9. Improve partner training
It is recommended that the training for implementing partners should be developed further; with improved materials, improved planning by LUB trainers and increased training curricula to provide advanced skills in administrative and technical staff. It is also recommended that lead partners should oversee selection of trainees to ensure adequate levels of capacity and preparation prior to each training event.

10. Develop more systematic new partner selection
It is recommended that prospective future implementing partners are identified according to a clear set of criteria which is focused on practical ‘capacity’ considerations. The ‘core requirements’ document for new partners should be revised and the process made transparent within the PERI membership.
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